Owl

Can you spot all the animals?
?

Frog
Rabbit
Heron
Parrot
Pigeon
Blue Tit

Ladybird
Robin
Magpie
Snail
Hedgehog
Duck
Fox
Don't forget to keep an
eye out for our wildlife
trail arrows pointing you
in the right direction

The walk is approximately
a mile long and there are
parts that are not buggy
friendly

Leaving reception,
head through the
Fairy Garden; watch
you don't hurt our
friends with spots
whilst you’re looking
out for the colour in
the trees.

Following the path the
tractor takes, walk
towards Farmer Nick’s
shed, can you spot a
flash of red in the
trees?

Climb the style into
Meadowside and down
through the corridor past
borderlands, look out for a
sly animal watching the
chickens from up high.

Carry on along the corridor
and find the deer field, is
there anything hopping
around with them?

Walk across in front of
Farmer Nick’s big shed
and into the Ravine
heading towards
Meadowside. Say Hello
to our friend with his
home on his back.

Leaving the deer field head
around towards Riverside
and loop around the lake,
is there something keeping
watch of the fish?

Look out for our
friendly wild fowl
bobbing on the lake.

Follow the Tractor Path
back past Trackside and
turn right towards the
footbridge. Is anyone
keeping the trolls
company under the
bridge?

Walk over the
footbridge and straight
ahead to the orchard.
Can you spot our friend
stealing the apples?

Head along the
wilderness path behind
the play area to the limit
of Coombe Mill. Is
anything after your
jewels?

Carry on back along the
lane towards Valley and
Village View, can you spot
anything commonly seen
in Trafalgar Square?

Finished
Well done!
Go up behind Heligan and
Pencarrow, can you spot a
small snuffling animal and
her baby asleep in the car
park?

Please don’t forget to leave the gates as
you find them. Thank you.

Head towards the end of
the lane and down the
road stop to have a look at
the Coombe Mill Railway,
is there a wise eye
watching over you?

